
sign reality

designed

resignation

play

unreal

playful

unhappy

happiness

replay

real

happy

signature

Word Families
Guster the dragon is trying to organise his treasure but he has got all muddled up! Can you 
help Guster to sort all of his treasure into the right word family groups? Shade each word in 
a different colour to show which family they belong to. The first one has been done for you.
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Word Families Answers
Guster the dragon is trying to organise his treasure but he has got all muddled up! Can you 
help Guster to sort all of his treasure into the right word family groups? Shade each word in 
a different colour to show which family they belong to. The first one has been done for you.

sign reality

designed

resignation

play

unreal

playful

unhappy

happiness

replay

real

happy

signature
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Word Families
Guster the dragon is trying to organise his treasure but he has got all muddled up! Can you 
help Guster to sort all of his treasure into the right word family groups? Shade each word in a 
different colour to show which family they belong to.

Write down as many words as you can think of that are 
in the same family as real.

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

sign

resignation

clean

designed

cross

cleanliness

signature

cleaner
simple

sorting

simplify

crossed

crossroads

assortment

enter

entrance

simplicity
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Word Families Answers
Guster the dragon is trying to organise his treasure but he has got all muddled up! Can you 
help Guster to sort all of his treasure into the right word family groups? Shade each word in a 
different colour to show which family they belong to.

sign

resignation

clean

designed

cross

cleanliness

signature

cleanersimple

sorting

simplify

crossed

crossroads

assortment

enter

entrance

simplicity

Write down as many words as you can think of that are 
in the same family as real.  

Example answers:

realism

reality

realist

realistic

unreal

surreal

realise

really

realised
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Word Families
Guster the dragon is trying to organise his treasure but he has got all muddled up! Can you 
help Guster to sort all of his treasure into the right word family groups? Shade each word in a 
different colour to show which family they belong to. 

clarity

impressive

entrance

designate

clear

resignation

depression

sorting

enter

deportation

transport

reporting
signature

assortment

assignment

clearance
expressed

Write down as many words as you can think of that are 
in the same family as real.
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Word Families Answers
Guster the dragon is trying to organise his treasure but he has got all muddled up! Can you 
help Guster to sort all of his treasure into the right word family groups? Shade each word in a 
different colour to show which family they belong to. 

clarity

impressive

entrance

clear

resignation

depression

sorting

enter

deportation

transport

reporting
signature

assortment

assignment

clearance

expressed

designate

Write down as many words as you can think of that are 
in the same family as real.  

Example answers:

realism

reality

realist

realistic

unreal

surreal

realise

really

realised
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